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ABSTRACT 
We investigate the convex polytope Q,_(r) which is the convex hull of the m X n 
r-subpermutation matrices. The faces of a,,,, (r) are characterized, and formulae are 
obtained to compute their dimensions. The faces of O,,,(r) are themselves convex 
polytopes, and we determine their facets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The following problem, called the assignment problem (see, e.g., [l], [5]), 
is well known: given n men 1,2,, , . ,n and n jobs 1,2,. . .,n such that the 
“efficiency” of man i on job i is measured by the number cii, find an 
assignment of the n men to the n jobs which maximizes the total efficiency. 
The efficiencies cii determine an n X n matrix C = [ cii], while the assignments 
of men to jobs correspond to the n! n X n permutation matrices. Let Q2, 
denote the convex polytope of n x n non-negative doubly stochastic 
matrices. Thus X = [xii] E Q,, if and only if xii > 0 (i, j = 1,. . . , n) and C;= ixii = 
l=ZT=i+ (i=l,..., n). According to Birkhoff’s theorem (see, e.g., [6], [S]), 
the extreme points of ti2, are precisely the n x n permutation matrices. 
Hence the assignment problem can be formulated as the following linear 
programming problem: 
maximize C* X, 
XEQ, 
where C*X=Z~=,E~=,ciixii. 
Now consider the following truncated assignment problem: given m men 
I,2 ,..., m and n jobs I,2 ,..., n and a positive integer r such that cii 
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represents the efficiency of man i on job i, find an assignment of r of the 
men to r of the jobs which maximizes the total efficiency. (When r = m = 72, 
we have the ordinary assignment problem as formulated above.) The assign- 
ments of r men to r jobs correspond to the r-subpermutation matrices of size 
m X n, and their convex hull determines a convex polytope Q,,,(r). The 
extreme points of a2, n (r) are precisely the r-subpermutation matrices of size 
m X n. Mendelsohn and Dulmage [7] (see also Theorem 3.1) have char- 
acterized 5?,,,n (r) by a set of linear constraints, and hence the truncated 
assignment problem can be formulated as the linear program 
maximize C* X. 
x E o,,“(r) 
We investigate in this paper some properties of the truncated assignment 
poEytope am,,(r). In particular, we characterize the faces of Q,_(r), give 
formulae to compute their dimensions, and determine the facets of the faces 
of Q2,,, (r). The corresponding problem for the assignment polytope has been 
treated by Brualdi and Gibson in [4]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be an m X n (0, 1)-matrix. The term rank, p(A), of A is defined to 
be the maximum number of non-zero entries of A such that no two entries 
come from the same row or same column. A cover of A is a collection of 
rows and columns which together contain all the non-zero entries. A k-cover 
is a cover of cardinality k. The row cover of a matrix is the cover consisting 
of all its rows, while the column cover consists of all the columns. The 
well-known theorem of Konig (see, e.g., [6], [S]) asserts that the term rank of 
A equals the smallest integer k such that A has a k-cover. An m X n 
(0, 1)-matrix P is called a s&permutation matrix if each row and column of P 
contains at most one non-zero entry. An r-s&permutation matrix is a 
subpermutation matrix with exactly r non-zero entries. If m = n = r, then the 
r-subpermutation matrix P is a permutation matrix. 
Let A = [a,J be an m X n (0, l)-matrix and r a non-negative integer. Then 
A is said to have total r-support provided a,, = 1 implies there exists an 
r-subpermutation matrix P= [ pJ < A such that p,,” = 1. In the case that 
m = n = r, we use total support in place of total r-support. The n X n 
(0, 1)-matrix A is called f&y indecomposable provided there are no permuta- 
tion matrices R and S such that 
Al 0 
RAs= A 
[ I 21 4 ’ 
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where A, and A, are square matrices. It follows from Konig’s theorem that a 
fully indecomposable matrix has total support. 
If p(A) > r, it readily follows that A has total r-support. In the case that 
p(A) = r we have the following theorem of Dulmage and Mendelsohn [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be an m X n (0, l)-matrix with p(A) = r. Then there 
exists permutation matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ= ; i2 ’ ; , 
7 A, 
1 0 A, 0 01 
where 
(2.1) A,,A,,A, are square matrices of orders r,,r2,r3, respectively, with 
r=r,+r,+r,; 
(2.2) the only rI-cover of 
is the row cover; and 
(2.3) the only r,-cover of 
A2 I 1 43 
is the column cover. 
Moreover, A has total r-support if and only if 
(2.4) A,=O, A,=O, A,=O; and 
(2.5) there exist permutation matrices R and S such that RA,S= 
X,@**. @X, (t > l), where X,, . . . , X, are fully indecomposable matrices. 
The following theorem can be proved using standard arguments in 
matching theory [2] or transversal theory [6]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an m X n (0, l)-matrix. Suppose there exists a 
k-s&permutation matrix PGA. Suppose that aC{l,...,m} and ,8& 
{l,..., n} are such that row i of P is non-zero for i E a and column j of P is 
non-zero for i E R. If p(A) > k, then there exists a (k+ l)-s&permutation 
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matrix Q < A such that row i of Q is non-zero for i E a and column i of Q is 
non-zero for j E p. 
Let A = [aif] be an m X n (0, 1)-matrix, and let (Y C { 1,. . . ,m} and j3 C_ 
{I,..., n}. We establish the following conventions for later use. 
(2.6) a(A)= 5 2 ait. 
i=l j=l 
(2.7) A[a;fi] is the ](Y] Xlpl b t su ma rix of A formed by rows i with i E (Y 
and columns j with i E /3. 
(2.8) A[a;-_I = A[a; { 1, . . .,n}]. 
(2.9) A[--;@]=A[{1 ,..., m};P]. 
We use 5 and p to denote the complements of (Y and p in { 1,. . . , m} and 
{I,..., n}, respectively. 
3. FACES OF Q,.,(r) 
Let m, n, and r be positive integers with r < min{m,n}. Recall that an 
m X n (0, 1)-matrix P is an r-subpermutation matrix provided P contains 
exactly r l’s and no two of these l’s occupy the same row or column of P. 
We denote by 5!&(r) the convex hull of all m X n r-subpermutation 
matrices. It easily follows that the extreme points of the polytope Q,,,(r) are 
precisely the m X n r-subpermutation matrices. The following theorem due 
to Mendelsohn and Dulmage [7] characterizes Q2,,,(r) as the set of solutions 
of a system of linear constraints. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X = [x,] be an m X n real matrix. Then X E a,., (r) if 
and ody if the following conditions hold: 
(3.1) xii>0 (i-l ,..., m; i=l,..., n). 
(3.2) 5 xii< 1 (i-1 ,..., m). 
j=l 
(3.3) 5 xii< 1 (j-1 ,..., n). 
i-=1 
(3.4) 2 2 xii== r. 
i==l j=l 
In particular, we conclude that 3,,,(r) is a polytope in the (mfl - l)- 
dimensional linear manifold defined by the equation (3.4). If r - m < n, then 
it follows from (3.4) that the inequalities (3.2) are all equations and hence 
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G2, n(r) is in the (mn-r)-dimensional linear manifold defined by the equations 
2 xii=1 (i=l,...,m). 
i=l 
Because of the equation (3.4), the constraints (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) are not 
independent. We obtain the faces of G2, n(~) by replacing some of the 
inequalities (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) by equations. Let K c {(i, j) : 1~ i < m, 
l< i<n}, aC{I ,..., m}, and PC{1 ,..., n}, and determine a face 4 of 
a,,,(r) by replacing (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) respectively with 
(3.5) 
xii>0 ((i,j)EK), 
$=O ((i,j) @K), 
$ xii=1 (iEa), 
(3.6) ‘il 
2 xji < 1 (i 4 a), 
j=l 
Let A = [uij] be the m X n (0, 1)-matrix where ujj = 1 if and only if (2, ,) E K. 
Then the face ‘Y!? consists of all non-negative matrices X = [xii] satisfying (3.6), 
(3.7), and xjj<uij (i=l,..., m; j=l,..., n). We denote this face by 
%(A;cr,p). The extreme p oints of ??(A; (Y, /I) are those r-subpermutation 
matrices P= [ pij] < A such that 
(3.8) for each iEcr, p,,=l for some t~{l,...,n}, 
(3.9) for each j~/3, p,=l for some sE{l,...,m}. 
Thus if there are a uE{l,...,m} and a v~{l,...,n} such that au,=1 but 
there is no r-subpermutation matrix P= [ p,J < A such that p,, = 1 and (3.8) 
and (3.9) hold, then T(A; a,P) = %(A’; a,P), where A’ is obtained from A by 
replacing a,, with 0. Hence in determining the non-empty faces of Q2m,n(r), 
we need only consider those triples (A; a, /?) such that a,, = 1 implies there is 
an r-subpermutation matrix P= 1 pij] < A such that p,, = 1 and (3.8) and (3.9) 
hold. Such a triple is said to have total r-support. It follows from the 
preceding discussion that given any non-empty face 9 of G?,,,(r) there exists 
at least one triple (A;a,P) such that (A; a,@) has total r-support and 
%= F(A;a,p). We now characterize triples (A;o,P) with total r-support. 
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Let A be an m X n (0, 1)-matrix with o(A) = r, and let the triple (A; cu,/3) 
have total r-support. It follows that A has total r-support, and hence by 
Theorem 2.1 there exist permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ = A, 
@A,$A,@ . . * @A,$0 and there exist non-negative integers ri, . . . , rt with 
r=r,+.** + rt such that 
(i) A, has ri rows, p(A,) = rr, and the only ri-cover of A, is the row cover; 
(ii) A, has rZ columns, p(A,) = rz, and the only ra-cover of A, is the 
column cover; 
(iii) For i = 3,. . . , t, Ai is a fully indecomposable matrix of order ri. 
It follows that Ai has total r,-support for i = 1,. . ., t. Since p(AJ = ri (i = 
,...,t) and since r=rl+.*. + r it follows that in characterizing triples 
:A;a,P) with total r-support where p(A) = r, it suffices to consider the 
following three cases: 
(3.10) A is an r x n (0, 1)-matrix, p(A) = r, and the only r-cover of A is 
the row cover. 
(3.11) A is an m X r (0, 1)-matrix, p(A) = r, and the only r-cover of A is 
the column cover. 
(3.12) A is a fully indecomposable (0, 1)-matrix of order r. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A be an m X n (O,l)-matrix, and let fi c { 1,. . . ,n}. 
Suppose (A; 0,p) has total r-support and A [--;p] has a 1 /3(-cover different 
from the column cover. Then there exist a positive integer k < 1 j3 1 and 
8 C{l,..., m}, ycewith 161=Jyl=k such that A[6;y] has total k-support, 
A[6;t]=O, and A[6;y]=O. 
Proof. Since A [--; p] has a I fi I- cover different from the column cover, 
there exjst nonempty ycp and sc{l,...,m} with ]P-,y]+lS]=]/3] such 
that A[6;y]=O. Since IS]=ly], A[&;y] is a square matrix. It follows from the 
assumption that (A; 0, p) has total r-support that A [a; 71 = 0 and that A [6; y] 
has total 16 ]-support. Hence the lemma is proved. n 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A =[a,J satisfy (3.10), and let a c {l,..., r} and 
P C{l,..., n}. Then (A; a,P) has total r-support if and only if the only 
I j3 I-cover of A [-; p] is the coZumn cover. 
Proof, Let (A; a,fi) have total r-support. Suppose that A[---;/31 has a 
I fi I-cover which is different from the column cover. It then follows from 
Lemma 3.2 that A has an r-cover which is different from the row cover. This 
contradicts (3.10). Therefore the only I /?I-cover of A[--;/31 is the column 
cover. 
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Now suppose that the only I/? I- cover of A[--;p] is the column cover. 
We show that (A;a,p] has total r-support. Let u and o be integers with 
1< u < r and I< G < n. After permutations of rows and columns we may 
assume u = 1. Let B be the r- 1 X rz - 1 matrix obtained from A by striking 
out row 1 and column 0. Since the only r-cover of A is the row cover, it 
follows that p(B)=r-1. First suppose u@fl. Let C be the (r-1)X1/!] 
matrix obtained from A [--;P] by striking out row 1. Since the only I PI- 
cover of A [--; p] is the column cover, it follows that p(C) = I p 1. By Theorem 
2.2 there exists an (r- l)-subpermutation matrix P= [ pii] < B such that for 
each i E j3, pd = 1 for some s E (2,. . . , r}. It now follows that there exists an 
r-subpermutation matrix Q = [q,,] < A such that qlV = 1 and for each j E /3, 
f+=l for some sE{l,..., r}. Now suppose zj E p. Let D be the (r - 1) X (I /? I 
- 1) matrix obtained from A [--;/3] by striking out row 1 and column u. 
Since the only 1 p I-cover of A [--;/3] is the column cover, it follows that 
p(D)=I/I-1. A s a b ove, it now follows that there exists an r-subpermuta- 
tion matrix Q = [q,J < A such that q10 = 1 and for each i E /3, qti = 1 for some 
sE{l,..., r}. Thus we have shown that (A; @,p) has total r-support. Since A 
is an T x rz matrix, (A; a, p) has total r-support. n 
We remark that if A satisfies (3.10) and (A;a,P) has total r-support, then 
(A;{I,..., r},P) has total r-support and T(A;a,b)= 9(A; { 1,. . . ,r},P). 
By an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3 we obtain the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.4. 
PC{L..., 
Let A = [uii] satisfy (3.11), and let a c { 1,. . . , m} and 
r}. Then (A;a,P) has total r-support if and only if the only 
/aI-cooer ofA[a;-_I is the row cooer. 
For completeness we state the following theorem, which is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that a fully indecomposable matrix of order r has 
total r-support. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A satisfy (3.12). Then for each a, ,8 C { 1,. . . , r}, 
(A;(II,~) has total r-support. 
NotethatifAsatisfies(3.12),then??(A;a,P)=??(A;{l,..., r},(l)..., r}) 
for each a,p c(l)..., r}. 
Now let A be an m X n (0, l)-matrix with p(A) > r, and let (A; cr,p) have 
total r-support. Suppose A [--; ,f3] has a ( p I- cover which is different from the 
column cover. It follows from Lemma 3.2 that after row and column 
permutations, we may assume A = A, CBA,, where A, is a fully indecompos- 
able matrix of order r1 > 1, p(A,) > r, = r - rl, and for every r-subpermutation 
matrix S such that (3.8) and (3.9) are satisfied, S [{ 1,. . . ,rl}; { 1,. . . , rl}] is a 
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permutation matrix of order rl. We obtain a similar conclusion if A [CY; -_I has 
a ]a]-cover which is different from the row cover. Because of Theorem 3.5 in 
characterizing triples (A; LY,/~) having total r-support where p(A) > T, it 
suffices to assume that the only ]c.x]-cover of A [a;-] is the row cover and 
the only I/3(-cover of A[--;P] is the column cover. 
THEOREM 3.6. 
let aC{l,..., 
Let A = [q] be an m X n (0, l)-matrix with p(A) > r, and 
m} and p C{l,..., n}. Suppose that the only Jai-cover of A 
[a; -_I is the row cover and the only I j3 I-couer of A [--;p] is the column 
co;;.,Z’hen (A;a,/3) has total r-support if and only if p(A[cw;P]) > Ia( + 1 j3I 
Proof. Suppose that (A;(II,~) has total r-support. First suppose that 
A[G;p]#O. Let a,,= 1, where u B (Y, e BP. Since (A; cu,p) has total r-sup- 
port, there exists an r-subpermutation matrix P= [ pii] < A such that p,, = 1 
and P [a;-] is an IcYI-subpermutation matrix and P[--; p] is an I/3 I-subper- 
mutation matrix. Let P[a;/3] be a t-subpermutation matrix, where t is a 
non-n_egative integer. Then P [Z;P] is a (1 fi ) - t)-subpermutation matrix and 
P [a; /3] is a (1 a I - t)-subpermutation matrix. Thus 
r> t+(laI-t)+(l/3\-t)+l, 
or 
Therefore 
t>]cu]+]p]-r+l. 
Now suppose that A [Z; p] = 0. Since (A; (Y, /3) has total r-support, there exists 
a permutation matrix Q < A such that Q [a; -_I is a ]a]-subpermutation 
matrix and Q [-;p] is a I fi I-subpermutation matrix. Let Q [a;/31 be a 
s-subpermutation matrix, where s is a non-negative integer. Then 
r=s+(IaI-s)+(lPl-s), 
or 
Therefore 
s=lal+IpI--r. 
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Suppose o(A[a;fi])=]a(+[/3]-r. Then there exist a’c(r and ,!3’cP such 
that ]a’]+]j3’]=]a]+]/?]- T and A[a-a/;/3--P’]=O. Suppose there exist 
USA’, VE/~’ such that a,, = 1. It follows that there is no (I (~1 + I p I - r)- 
subpermutation matrix Q = [qii] < A such that qUv = 1 and Q [a, ,8] is a 
(l4+lPI- b b T su permutation matrix. It now follows that there is no r-sub- 
permutation matrix P= [ p,J < A such that p,, = 1. This contradicts the 
assumption that (A; (Y, ,8) has total r-support. Hence A [a’; /3’] = 0. Let R < A 
be a r-subpermutation matrix such that R [a; -_I is an ]a]-subpermutation 
matrix and R [--; P] is a I P I-subp ermutation matrix. Then R [a - a’;P’] is a 
I ,8’]-subpermutation matrix and R [(Y’; /3 - p’] is a ]a’]-subpermutation 
matrix. Since (A; a,/?) has total r-support, it now follows that A [Z;P’] =0 
and A[a’;fi]=O. Now the rows i with iEcu--a’ and the columns i with 
jEp---/3’ are a cover of A with 
Hence p(A) < I, and this contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. There- 
fore p(A[a;P])> ]cr]+],8]-~+1. 
Now suppose that ~(A[cw;P])~I~uI+lPl-r+l. We show that (A;a,/3) 
has total r-support. Without loss of generality we can take a = { 1,. . . , Ial} 
and ,8=(l)..., [PI}. Let au,,= 1. Let B be the matrix obtained from A by 
replacing the entries of row u and column v by 0’s. First suppose that u G (Y 
andvej3. Sincep(A)>T+l, p(B)>r-1. Sincep(A[a,/?])ZIal+lpl-r+l 
and since o(A [(Y; -1) = (a(, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that there exists an 
(a I-subpermutation matrix P < B [a; -_I such that P [a; /3] is a t-subpermuta- 
tionmatrixforsomet>lal+lpl-r+l.Sincep(B[--;p])=IPI,thereexists 
a ( /3(-subpermutation matrix Q < B [-;P]. It now follows from Theorem 2.2 
that there exists an s-subpermutation matrix S < B such that 
and S [a;-], is an ]a]-subpermutation matrix and S [-;/3] is a I /3]-subper- 
mutation matrix. Since p(B) > r - 1, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that there 
exists an (r - l)-subpermutation matrix T < B such that T [ a; -_I is an I a I-sub- 
permutation matrix and T [--;p] is a 1 PI-subpermutation matrix. We now 
conclude that there exists an r-subpermutation W= [wii] < A such that 
Wtl” = 1, and W [ct; -_I is an [al-subpermutation matrix and W [--; p] is a 
I P I-subpe rmutation matrix. 
Now suppose u E a and v@p. An argument similar to the one above 
with a replaced by a - {u} shows that there exists an r-s&permutation 
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matrix W = [wit] < A such that wUU =l, and W[(Y;--] is an lo]-subpermuta- 
tion matrix and W [--; /3] is a I/? I-subpermutation matrix. Similar considera- 
tions apply when u @ (Y and u E P. 
Now suppose u E (Y and v EP. Another argument similar to the above 
with a replaced by (Y - {u} and p replaced by /?- { V} shows that there 
exists an r-subpermutation matrix W= [ wij] < A such that w,, = 1, and 
W [ a; -_I is an I a I-subpermutation matrix and W [--; P] is a I /? (-subpermuta- 
tion matrix. Therefore (A;a,P) has total r-support, and the theorem is 
proved. n 
We now determine the dimensions of the faces of G,,,(r). To this end we 
prove the following. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let A = [uij] be an m x n (O,l)-matrix, and let (Y c 
{l,..., m} and pC{l,..., n}. Assume that the only Ial-coz)er of A[a;-_I is 
the row cover and the only 1 j3 I-cover of A [--; /3] is the column cover. Then 
there exists a partition of a, a = U iai u U $$, and a partition of p, 
P= u&J u kYk? such that the matrices 
(3.13) 
A[(~,;~],A[(YZ;PI],A[~~;P~],.... 
A[~,;Y,],A[~,;Y,],A[~,;Y,],... 
have rw zero rows, and the matrices 
(3.14) 
A[ q;&], A[ a,>&]> A[ ~&]w> 
A[~;Y,],A[~,,Y,],A[~,,Y~],... 
have rw zero columns. 
Proof We first define a sequence (or, /3r, cxs,& . . . , where oi C (Y 
(i=1,2 ,...) and /~,cP (i=1,2 ,...) as follows. Let or equal the maximal 
subset (Y’ of (Y such that A [cx’; /3] has no row of 0’s. Suppose cyr, /3r,. . . , q have 
been defined. We then define pi to be the maximal subset /?’ of p- ( PI 
U . . . u pi_ 1) such that A [ /I’; ai] has no column of 0’s. Now suppose 
~1,&,“‘, oli, & have been defined. We then define (Y~ + 1 to be the maximal 
subset a’ of a--(oru 1.. u ai) such that A [a’, pi] has no row of 0’s. Replac- 
ing A with 
i 1 
T 
A ai ;P- U .Pi > 
(Y with p- U i/3i, and p with LY - U icyi, we define in a similar way a 
sequence yl, 6,, y2, a,, . . . , where ykrp-- U (pi and arca- U i~i. 
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If a- UJ +,x- lJ &=a but ,8- U ij3j- U ,yk#O, then column u of 
A consists of all O’s for u E ,0- U iPi - U kyk, and this contradicts the 
assumption that the only ( /3 I- cover of A [--; /?] is the column cover. A similar 
contradiction arises if cr - lJ icri - U ,6,#0 but ,8- U i/3i - U kYk= 0. 
Supposethata- Uiai- U,8,#0and/3-- U,P,- Ukykf(a. If 
then A [--;p] has a I/? I- cover which is different from the column cover. If 
p- u b/- u Yk < (Y- u ai- u ‘, I 
i k I I i 1 
then A [a; -1 has an Ia I-cover different from the row cover. Therefore, 
a= IJ aiu U 6, and ,8= U piU U 8, i 1 i k 
and the lemma follows. n 
We observe that if a = { 1,. . . , m} in Lemma 3.7, then it follows from the 
proof of that lemma that yk = 0 (k = 1,2,. . . ) and 8, = 0 (I = 1,2,. . . ). 
THEOREM 3.8. 
PC{1 
Let A = [uii] be a non-zero t-x n (0,l) matrix, and let 
, . . . , n}. Assume that p(A) = r and the only r-cover of A is the row 
couer. If (A; { 1,. . . , r},,l3) has total r-support, then 
dim%(A;{l,..., r},fi)=o(A)-r-ID]. 
Proof. Suppose (A; { 1, . . . , r}, j3) has total r-support. Since A # 0, 
<T(A;{l,..., r},/3)#0. We first show that 
(3.15) dim%(A;{l,...,r},j3)<a(A)-r-l/l. 
Every matrix X = [xii] E T(A; { 1,. . . , r},p) is a solution of the system of linear 
equations 
2 apti= (i=l,...,r), 
(3.16) ‘;I 
Since uii=O implies xii=0 for X=[+E ??(A; {l,...,r},/?). (3.16) can be 
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regarded as a system of r + ) ,i3 1 equations in u(A) variables. We show that the 
null space associated with these equations has dimension a(A) - r - ( ,l3 1 by 
proving that the equations are linearly independent. Referring to Lemma 3.7 
for the special case r = m and (Y = { 1,. . . , r} [therefore yk = (ZI (k = 1,2,. . .) 
and 8,=0 (1=1,2,...)], we choose an entry equal to 1 in each row of the 
submatrices of (3.13) and an entry equal to 1 in each column of the 
submatrices of (3.14). The total number of entries equal to 1 selected is 
r + 1 P 1, and these entries correspond to r + ( /3 1 indeterminates in the system 
(3.16). The columns of the coefficient matrix C of the system (3.16) which 
correspond to these r + 1 p I ’ d t m e erminates determine an (r + ( /3 I) x (r + I /ii I) 
submatrix D of C. It follows that there exist permutation matrices P and Q 
such that PDQ is a triangular matrix with all entries on the main diagonal 
equal to 1 and with at most two l’s in each column. Hence D is a 
non-singular matrix and thus C has rank equal to r + ( P 1. Therefore the 
equations (3.16) are linearly independent. Since F(A; { 1,. . . ,r},P)#@, 
(3.15) follows. 
We now show that 
(3.17) dimS(A;{l,...,r},p)>a(A)-r-(/3]. 
Since (A;{l,..., r},/3) has total r-support, it follows that for each i,i such 
that uii = 1, there exists an r-subpermutation matrix Pci,ij = [p,,] E 
%(A;{l,..., r},/3) such that pii=l. Now let kE{l,...,n} with kBP. Since 
the only r-cover of A is the row cover, the matrix obtained from A by 
striking out column k has term rank equal to r. Since P(A [--;P]) = 1 PI, it 
follows from Theorem 2.2 that there exists an r-subpermutation matrix 
Q&%(A;{l,..., r}, /3) such that column k of Qk contains only 0’s. Let 
1 
‘= u(A)++P (i,i) 
( C P(i,f)+ C Qk)* 
k 
Then Y=[yji]E%(A;{l,..., r}, fl), yii > 0 whenever aii = 1, and c:, i yik < 1 
for all k 4 j3. Let t = u(A) - r - I/3 1, and let X,, . . . ,X, be linearly independent 
matrices in the null space associated with the system of equations (3.16). It 
follows that there exist positive numbers a,, . . . ,a, such that 
Y+ 2 .siXjEF(A;{l,...,r},p) 
i=l 
whenever O<E~<~~ (i=l,..., t). Hence (3.17) holds, and the theorem 
follows. n 
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In a similar way one proves the following. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let A = [u,J be a non-zero m x r (0, l)-matrix, and let 
LyC{l,..., m}. Assume that p(A) = r and the only r-cover of A is the column 
cover. Zf (A;a;{l,..., r}) has total r-support, then 
dimF(A;a;{l,..., r}) = a(A)- r- IaI. 
The following theorem is proved in [4]. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let A be an rX r fully indecomposable matrix. Then 
dimg(A;{l,,.., r},(l)..., r})=u(A)-2r+l. 
Using Theorems 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 we can now determine the dimension 
of any face F(A;a,/3) of Qt,,,( ) r in case that p(A) = r. We now show how to 
obtain the dimension of ??(A; cu,p) in case p(A) > r. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let A = [u,J be an m X n non-zero (O,l)-matrix with 
p(A)> r, and let a C{l,..., m} and /3 ~{l,..., n}. Suppose that the only 
[a(-cover of A[a;-_I is the row cover and the only I/II-cover of A[--;/31 is 
the column cover. If (A;a,P) has total r-support, then 
dim%(A;a,/?)=a(A)-]a/-IpI-1. 
Proof, Suppose (A; cll,/3) has total r-support. Since A #O, ‘%(A;(u,P)# 
0. We first show that 
(3.18) dimCF(A;o,j3)Ga(A)-]a(-]pI-1. 
Every matrix X= [xii] E ‘%(A; CU,~) is a solution of the system of linear 
equations 
(3.19) (i) i aiixj=l (iEa), 
i=l 
Cii) i~luifxjzl ( iED), 
(iii) 2 2 aiixii = r. 
i=i j=r 
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Since uii =0 implies xii = 0 for X E %(A;a,P), we may regard (3.19) as a 
system of ]a] + I,8 I+ 1 equations in a(A) unknowns. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.8, it follows that in the first ) aI + 1 /i’ 1 rows of the coefficient 
matrix C of the system (3.19) there exists an (I aI + I /3 I) x (Ia\ + ( p I) non-sin- 
gular submatrix D such that for some permutation matrices P and Q, PDQ is 
a triangular matrix with all entries on the main diagonal equal to 1 and with 
at most two l’s in each column. We may assume D itself has this form. 
Referring to Lemma 3.7, suppose that A [G; ( IJ i$2j) u F] is the zero matrix. It 
then follows that there is a cover of A using I/3 - tJ i/3il columns and 
I LJ iail rows. Hence 
Moreover, there is a cover of A [a; P] using ]a - U i~i] rows and I U ifiil 
columns. Since (A;a,P) has total r-support, o(A[a,P]) > Ia] + I PI - r+ I, and 
hence 
or 
But (3.21) contradicts (3.20). Hence we can select an entry Us equal to 1 of 
the matrix A [G; ( LJ ,p,) u p]. Th is entry corresponds to a column of the 
coefficient matrix C. We can augment D by this column and the last row of 
C to obtain a matrix D*. It follows that after row and column permutations 
D* assumes the form 
D*= D x 7-L 1 . . . 1 1 
If ups is an entry of A [Z;B], then the column x has only zero entries, and 
since D is non-singular, so is D*. Now assume aw is an entry of A [Z; lJ j&I. 
Then column x has exactly one entry equal to 1 and all other entries equal to 
0. Since each column of D has at most two l’s and the main diagonal of D 
contains only l’s, it follows that after row and column permutations D as- 
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sumes the form 
E= 
1 
1 . Jo 
. . 
,f’ : ; 1 
0 
1 . . . . 1 
* 
1 
Jo 
* 1 
1 . . . 1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
i 
t I* 
The first row of E corresponds to an equation of type (3.19)(ii). The first t 
rows of E correspond alternately to equations of types (3.19)(i) and (3.19)(ii) 
with the tth row corresponding to an equation of type (3.19)(i). Hence t is 
even. The matrix E will be non-singular provided the matrix 
F= 
1 1 
1 . 0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 .* 
1 1 0 
1 * . * . 1 1 
t+1 
is non-singular. It is easy to verify that det F= 1. Hence E is non-singular. 
Therefore the equations (3.19) are linearly independent, and it follows that 
dim%(A;a,p)<a(A)-(cuI--IpI+l. 
An argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 3.8 establishes the 
reverse inequality. This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
Using Theorems 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11, the dimension of any face of 
Q2,,, (r) can be computed. 
4. FACETS 
Given a polytope ??, a facet of 27 is a face 5 of 9 where dim 5 = dim ?? 
- 1. In this section we determine the facets of the faces of am,,(r). Let 27 be 
a non-empty face of a,,, (r). Then there exist an m X n (0, 1)-matrix A #O 
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and crC{l,..., m}, ,k?c{l,..., n} such that (A; ar,p) has total r-support and 
5= %(A;a,B). Let 9 be a face of %(A;a,p). Then there exist a (O,l)- 
matrixB<Aanda’&{l,..., m},P’c{l,..., n}withaca’,/?cfi’suchthat 
(B; a/,/3’) has total r-support and 9’ = %(B; a’,P’). Hence 9 is a facet of 5 
if and only if 
dim$?(B;a’,/?‘)=dim%(A;o,/3-1. 
Let R = [rii] be a permutation matrix of order m, and let r be the 
permutation of { 1,. . . , m} such that rii = 1 if and only if j = 7(i). Let (Y c 
{l,..., M}. Then we write R(a) for T(U) and (a)R for r-‘(a). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A = [a,.] be a non-,zero r X n (0, l)-matrix, and let B 
c {l,...,n}. Assume that p A) I = r, the only r-cover of A is the row 
cover, and (A; { 1,. . . , r}, ,B) has total r-support. Assume also that 
dim4(A;{l,..., r},B) > 1. Let B be an r X n (0, l)-matrix with B < A, and 
let yC{l,..., n} with ,B cy such that (B; { 1, . . .,r},y) has total r-support. 
Then %(B; { 1 ,,.., r},y) is a facet of %(A;{1 ,..., r},B) if and only if one of 
the following holds: 
(4.1) a(B)=a(A)-1, y=p, and the only r-cover of B is the row cover. 
(4.2) ]y]=]p]+l and B=A. 
(4.3) There exist an integer t > 2 and permutation matrices P and Q 
such that 
A, 0 ..* 0 E, 
E, A, . . . 0 0 
PAQ= : : * , PBQ=A,@. . . @A,, 
b b ... A;_, b 
0 0 ... E,_1 A, 
where a(,?$)=1 (j=l,..., t- l), a(E,) Q 1, A, is an r1 X n, (rl > 0, n, > 1) 
matrix whose only r,-cover is the row cover, and Ai is an nt X ni fully 
indecomposable matrix ( i = 2,. . . , t). Let 
Bi=((B)Q)n{n,+... +ni_l+l ,..., n,+*** +ni_l+nj}, I=1 ,..., t. 
Then 1 pi ( = nj ( i = 2, . . . , t - l), and the only 1 B,I-cover of A,[--;PJ is the 
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column cover. In addition, either 
(i) a(E,) = 1 (and therefore r1 >O), ) /3,I = n,, and y = ,B; 
or 
(ii) a(E,)=O, I&I=n,-1; and 
Proof Let T(B;{l,...,r},y) be a facet of T(A;{l,...,r},P). Since 
dim5(A;{l,..., r}, p) > 1, dim F(B; { 1,. ..,r},y)>O and hence BZO. 
Suppose that the only r-cover of B is the row cover. Since (B; { 1,. . . ,r},u) 
has total r-support, it follows from Theorem 3.8 that 
dimC?(A;{I,..., r},P)=o(A)--T--lP/, 
dimY(B;{l,..., r},y)=a(B)-r-lyl. 
Since %( B; { 1, . . . , r},y) is a facet of F(A; { 1,. . .,r},P), 
o(A)-r-IpI--I=u(B)-r-)y), 
or 
Therefore either u(A)=u(B)+l and y=P, or A=B and lyl=IJ3I+l. 
Hence if the only r-cover of B is the row cover, either (4.1) or (4.2) holds. 
Now suppose that B has an r-cover different from the row cover. It then 
follows from Theorem 2.1 that there exist an integer t > 2 and permutation 
matrices P’ and Q’ such that P’BQ’ = B, $ . . . @B,, where B, is an rl X n, 
matrix whose only ri-cover is the row cover and Bj is an nj X ni fully 
indecomposable matrix for i = 2,. . . , t. We observe that it is possible that 
r1 = 0, but since necessarily n > rl, we must have n1 > 1. For i = I,. . . , t, let 
fi/=((fi)Q’)n{n,+..* +nj_l+l,...,n,+.+- +ni}, 
y;=((y)Q’)n{n,+..+ +nj_l+l,...,n,+.*. +ni}. 
Since the only ri-cover of B, is the row cover, it follows from Theorem 3.3 
that the only I y$cover of BJ-; y;] is th e column cover. Using Theorems 3.8 
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and 3.10, we see that 
dim3(A; {l,..., r},P)=a(A)-r-I/I 
=a(A)-r,- .$ ri- i j&l, 
i=Z j=l 
dim~~(B;{l,...,r},y)=a(B,)-r,-/y;(+ i [@(Bi)-2n/fl]. 
i=2 
Notice that if rr = 0, then a(&) = 0 and ($I= 0, and the immediately 
preceding formula is still valid. Since F(B; { 1,. . . ,T},Y) is a facet of 
T(A;{l,..., r},p), it now follows that 
(4.4) a(A)- i dBi)=t-(l~;l-ib;b- i (nj-iPi’i). 
j=l j=2 
Since ( /3;I < Iy;l and \/3/l < ni ( i = 2,. . . , t), it follows from (4.4) that 
u(A)- x u(Bi) G t. 
/=I 
Suppose that u(A) - Xi= ru( Bi) < t - 2. Then for some j = 2,. . . , t, the rows of 
P’BQ’ which contain Bi are identical with the rows of P’AQ’ which contain 
Bi and hence A has an r-cover other than the row cover. Since this is 
contrary to the hypothesis of the theorem, we have 
(4.5) t-l< u(A)- 5 a@)< t. 
j=l 
Moreover it follows from (4.4) that if equality holds on the right in (4.5), then 
y; = /3; and ni = 1 /$‘I ( i =2,. . . , t), where y = p, while if equality holds on the 
left in (4.5), then either ly;l=Ip;I+l and I/3/l=ni (j=2,...,t) or y;=& 
and there exists j0 E (2,. . . , t} such that 1 /$‘J = njo - 1 and I p/l = nj for 
i=2,...,t, i#j(). 
Let 
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where Bi’ has the same size as Bi ( i = 1,. . . , t). First let u(A)-Zi=,a(Bi)= t. 
Since the only r-cover of A is the row cover, it follows that 
(4.6) i a(Xik)>O (i=2,...,t). 
k=l 
k#i 
Since the only j/3 I- cover of A [--; p] is the column cover, it also follows that 
(4.7) i a(X,J >o. 
k=2 
In particular we see that ri > 0 and B/ = Bi ( i = 1,. . . , t). It follows in a similar 
way that 
(4.8) i u(X,,)>O (i=l,...,t). 
k=l ’ 
k#j 
Since u(A)-~;=,u(Bi) = t, we see that the sums in (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8) are 
all equal to 1, and there exists a permutation (ii,. . . , it) of { 1,. . . , t} such that 
U(Xi4)‘1 (/=l,.*., t). If the permutation (ii,. . .,i,) were not a cycle of 
length t, it would then follow that A would have an r-cover other than the 
row cover. Hence (i,, . . . , i,) is a cycle of length t, and there exist permutation 
matrices P and Q such that PAQ and PBQ have the forms given in (4.3) with 
(i) holding. 
Now let u(A)-Ei=,u(Bi)=t-l. Suppose first that ~y~~=~~~~+l and 
]/?/]=rri (i=2,..., t). It follows as above that the sums in (4.6) are equal to 1 
for i=2,... , t and the sums in (4.8) are equal to 1 for i = 2,. . . , t. Hence Xii 
and Xi, are zero matrices for i = 2,. . . , t, and A has an r-cover different from 
the row cover. Therefore this alternative cannot occur. Thus y; = /?; and 
there must exist a i0 E (2,. . . , t} such that I/3jb[=ni,-l and Ipll=ni (i= 
2 ,...,t; i#ia). In particular, y;=j3/ (j=l,...,t, i#i,,) and I/3i~‘J<lyJ<lj3i~/ 
+ 1. Again it follows as before that the sums in (4.6) are equal to 1 for 
j=2 ,..., t, the sums in (4.8) are equal to 1 for /=l,..., t, j#jo, and Br’=Bi 
for i=l , . . . , t. Hence the integers in { 1,. . . , t} - { jo} can be ordered as 
za,. . .,i, so that u(xi,)= 1 for j=2,. . . ,t. Consider the permutation T= 
(ia,& ,..., it) of {l,..., t}. Suppose T were not a cycle of length t. It then 
follows that in the decomposition of 7~ into disjoint cycles there is a cycle 
(k,k,- . . k ) 
r-cover o tK 
with ki#l,j,, (i=l , . . . ,p). This implies as before that A has an 
er than the row cover. Since this contradicts the hypothesis of the 
theorem, 7r is a cycle of length t. It now follows that there exist permutation 
matrices P and Q such that PAQ and PBQ have the forms given in (4.3) with 
(ii) holding. Since the converse of the theorem readily follows using Theo- 
rems 3.8 and 3.10, the proof of the theorem is complete. n 
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A theorem similar to Theorem 4.1 holds for the faces corresponding to 
the triples (A;a,p) of Theorem 3.4. For completeness we state the following 
theorem, which is proved by Brualdi and Gibson [4]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be an r x r fully indecomposable (0, l)-matrix. Let 
B be an I-X r (O,l)-matrix with total r-sup~oti such that B Q A. Then 
3(B;{l,..., r},{l,..., r})isafacetof~(A;{l,,.,, r},(l)..., r})ifandonlyif 
one of the following holds: 
(i) B is fully d in ecomposable, and a(A) = a(B) + 1. 
thajii) fi ere exist an integer t > 2 and permutation matrices P and Q such 
A, 0 ... 0 E, 
E, A, . . . 0 0 
PAQ= : : . > PBQ=A,$. . . @A,, 
b b ... A;_, b 
0 0 ... E,_1 A, 
where a(E,) = 1 (i = l,..., t) and Ai is a fully indecomposable matrix 
(i=l,...,t). 
We now characterize the facets of the faces corresponding to the triples 
(A;a,P) of Theorem 3.6. The results are given in the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A = [aif] be a non-zero m x n (0, 1)-matrix, and let 
aC{l,..., m} and ,8 c{l,..., n}. Suppose that p(A) > r, the only I al-cover of 
A [a;--] is the row cover, the only / ,BI- cover of A [--; /I] is the column cover, 
and (A;a,/?) has total r-support. Assume that dim%(A;a,@) > 1. Let B be 
an m x n (O,l)-matrix with B < A, let 6 c { 1,. . .,m} with a C 6, and let 
YC{l,..., n} with /3 c y. Suppose that p(B) = r and (B; 6, y) has total 
r-support. Then T(B; S, y) is a facet of ??(A;cr,j?) if and only if 
(*) there exists an integer t > 2 and permutation matrices P and Q such 
that 
A, 0 ... 0 E, 
E, A, . .a 0 0 
PAQ= : : * , PBQ=A,@... @A,, 
b b +.. A,_1 b 
0 0 ... E,_1 A, 
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where a(E,)=O or 1 and Ai is an mixni matrix (i=l,...,t) and where for 
some integers u,v with 1 < uf v < t the only m,,-cover of A, is the roti) 
cover (m, > 0, nU > l), the only n,-cover of A, is the column cover (m, > 1, 
n, > 0), Aj is a square fully indecomposable matrix for i E { 1,. . . , t} - {u, v}, 
and in addition one of the following holds: Setting 
y=(P(a))n{m,+.+. +mi_l+l,...,m,+... +mi} (j=l,...,t) 
and 
Pi=((j3)Q)n{n,+... +ni_l+l,...,n,+... +ni} ( j = 1,. * .) t), 
(4.9) a(E,)=l (i=l,...,t), ~~~~=m,(iE{1,...,t)-{v}), Ibil=nj(jE 
{L..., t} - {u}), a = 6, p = y. 
(4.10) a(E,)=l (i=l,..., t-l), a(E,)=O, and either 
(i) I)= t, 
jaIj=ml-1,jcuiJ=mi(i=2,...,t-l), 
IPjl=nj(iE{l,...,t}-_(u}), 
P(S)~{l,...,m,}Ucu,u... ua,, 
(Y)Q=(P)Q, 0~ 
(ii) u=l, 
jail=mi(iE{l,...,t}-{u}), 
/4l=f$(j=2,..., t - I), I &I = ‘$ - 1, 
P(4=P(4, 
(y)Q&&u*** u/3-lu{n,+*** +n,_,+l,...,n,+*.* +n,}. 
(4.11) u=l, u#t, u(E,)=l (iE{l,..., t-l}-{o}), 
u(E,) =O, u(E,) =O, 
iail=? (i=l,.,., u-l,u+2 ,..., t), 
-1, 
I~~~n~~~,...,t-1) 
Ip:l=&L 
P(G)CP(cr)U{m,+*** +m,+l,..., rn,+*.* +m,+l}, 
(y>QC(p)Qu{n,+... +n,_,+l,...,n,+... +n,}. 
Proof. Let F(B;G,y) be a facet of %(A;cu,p). Since dim %(A; cu,/3) > 1, 
dim T(B; 6, y) > 0 and thus B ~0. Since p(B) = r and (B; 6, y) has total 
r-support, and since p(A) > r (therefore m, n > r), it follows from Theorem 
2.1 that there exist an integer t > 2 and permutation matrices P’ and Q’ such 
that P’BQ’= B,@. * * CI3 B,, where Bi is an e, x fi matrix (i = 1,. . . , t) and 
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where for some integers u, v with 1< u # o < t, the only e,-cover of B, is the 
row cover, the only f,-cover of B, is the column cover, and Bi is a square, 
fully indecomposable matrix for i E { 1,. . . , t} - {u, v}. Let 
$=(P’(a))n{e,+--0 +ej_r+l ,..., e,+*.e +ei} (i=l,..., t), 
4’=(P’(8))fl{e,+... +ei_r+l,...,e,+... +ei} ( i = 1,. . . ) t), 
P/=((P)Q’)n{f,+... +fi_l+l,...,fi+... +fi} ( i = 1,. . . , t), 
Y;=((Y)Q’)n{fi+... +f;__,+l,...,f,+ee. +jj} ( i = 1,. . .) t). 
Since (B; 6, y) has total r-support, it follows from Lemma 3.2 that the only 
1 $I-cover of B, [--; yl] is the column cover, and the only 16:)-cover of 
B, [ 8:; -_I is the row cover. Note that it is possible that e, = 0 or f, = 0, but 
fu > 1 and e, > 1. Using Theorems 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 we see that 
=u(A)- 5 I+ i I&‘I-1, 
i=l i-l 
+ i [u(B,)-2e,+l]. 
i=l 
jZU.0 
Since %(B;S, y) is a facet of T(A; a,p), it follows that 
c4*12) u(A)- r$l”(Bi)=t- iTl ( i-l il) - izl (fi_IPiI) 
lr:“e ~‘i Ii:. ‘i 
Suppose that u(A) -EC:= lu(Bi) = t - a, where a > 0. Then it follows from 
(4.12) that 
i=l i=l 
i#u,o i#u,u 
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We may assume that 
(4.13) C (e, - [a(I) < [ f 1. 
i=l 
i#u,c 
It follows from (4.13) that 
I{i:e,=]ai], i#u,c}J > t-2- [ i]. 
Since the only Jai-cover of A [a; -1 is the row cover, it now follows that 
(4.14) t-a=a(A)- 5 a(BJb t-2- [ ;I. 
j=l 
Moreover, since p(A) > T = p(B), it follows that equality cannot occur in the 
inequality of (4.14). Hence 2 > a - [a/2], and a < 2. Combining this with 
(4.12), we now see that 
t-=a(A)- x a(~+ 
j=l 
Let 
P’AQ’= . . 
where B/ has the same size as Bj ( / = 1,. . . , t). First suppose that 
a(A)- i u(Bi)=t. 
j-1 
It then follows from (4.12) that 
ei= ]$I (/=l,...,t; j#O), 
fi=]Pi/l (j=l,...,t; j#U), 
Iail = IU lvll= I Lcl. 
In particular it follows that LY = 6, p = y. Since the only I a]-cover of A [a; -1 
is the row cover, it follows that for i E { 1,. . . , t} - {u, u}. 
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Since p(A) > r, it follows that (4.15) also holds for i = o; since p(A [a, ,8]) > Ia/ 
+ I,8 I- r + 1, we also see that (4.15) holds for i = u. Hence (4.15) holds for 
i=l , . . . , t. In a similar way we conclude that for i = 1,. . . , t 
(4.16) i a(Xij)>O, 
i=l 
i#;i 
It now follows that B/ = Bi (i = 1,. . . , t). Since o(A)-Ej=,a(Bi)= t, the sums 
in (4.15) and (4.16) are all equal to 1 and there exists a permutation (iI,. . . , it) 
of {l,..., t} such that u(X&=l (i=l,..., t). If u and v were not in the same 
cycle of (iI,. . . , it), it would follow that p(A) = r. Hence u and u belong to the 
same cycle of (i,, . . . , it). Suppose that (i,, . . . , it) were not a cycle of length t. 
Then there is a cycle (k, . . * k,) of (i,, . . . , i,) such that ki # u, o (i = 1,. . . , s). 
But now this implies that A[a;-_I has an /a/-cover which is different from 
the row cover. We conclude that (iI,. . . , it) is a cycle of length t. Hence it 
follows that (*) along with (4.9) holds. 
Now suppose that u(A)-C;=,u(Bi)= t- 1. Considering (4.12), we see 
that a number of possibilities may arise. First suppose that e,--la:l= 1. 
It then follows from (4.12) that ei=la,!l (iE{l,...,t}-{u,u}, fi=I/?,‘I 
(iE{l,... , t} - {u]). Using arguments similar to those above, we see that the 
sum in (4.15) equals 1 for i E { 1,. . . , t} - {u} and the sum in (4.16) equals 1 
forjE{l,..., t)-{u).Thustheintegersin{1,...,t)-{u}canbeorderedas 
. * 
$...,2”-1,zu+1 ,... > i,suchthat~(X~~)=lforiE{l,...,t}-{u}.Considerthe 
permutationII=(i, ,..,, iu_l,qiu+l ,..., i,)of{l,..., t).IfIIwerenotacycle 
of length t, it would follow that in the decomposition of II into disjoint 
cycles there is a cycle ( k,kz. * * kJ with ki # u, v (i = 1,. . , , p) and then that 
A [a; -_I has an ) al-cover different from the row cover. Hence II is a cycle of 
length t. It now follows that (*) and (4.10)(i) with u = 1 hold. 
Now suppose that ei,--ILyr(~=l for some ioE{l,...,t}-{(u,u}. It then 
follows from (4.12) that ej =@I (i E (1,. . . , t} - { i,,,o}) and A = /,8/l (i E 
{L..., t}-{u}). It follows that the sums in (4.15) are 1 for iE{l,...,t}- 
{ iO, u, D} by covering properties], for i = 21 [from &A[a,/?]) > IayI +) ,i?I 
- T+ 11, and for i = tz [from p(A) > r]. It also follows that the sums in (4.16) 
are 1 for iE{l,...,t}-{u,u} [br covering properties] and for i= u [by 
p(A) > r]. Using an argument similar to that in the preceding paragraph, we 
see that (*) and (4.10)(i) with u# 1 hold. Similar arguments show that when 
f0 - 1 BJ = 1, (*) and (4.1O)(ii) with 0 = t hold, and that when fi, - I &‘J = 1 for 
some ioE{l,..., t} - {u, D}, (*) and (4.1O)(ii) with vf t hold. 
Now suppose that either ( Sd( - 1 a:[ = 1 or I yhl- 1 &I = 1. By considerations 
of covering properties, p(A) > T, and P(A [cll,P]) > J(Y] + ) PI - r+ 1, we see 
that (4.16) holds for i= l,..., t. Hence u(A)-E;,,u(BJ> t, and this is a 
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contradiction. Hence 1 Sij = [a:[ and [yll= 1 &I, and consideration of the case 
a(A)-X~=,o(Bf)= t-l is complete. 
We now suppose that a(A)-Z;=,a(Bi)= t-2. Suppose that ej=l$l for 
all iE{l,..., t} - {u, u}. It then follows from covering properties that (4.15) 
holds for all in {l,..., t} - { u,v} and hence that (4.15) does not hold for 
i = 2). This implies that p(A)= r, a contradiction. Hence there exists an 
i,E{l,..., t} - {u, o} such that eiu - 1 a,\1 = 1. It follows in a similar way that 
there exists i0 E { 1,. . . , t}-{u,o} such that fi,-I&1=1. Note that it is 
possible that i,= iO. It now follows that the sum in (4.15) equals 1 for 
iE{l,..., t} - {u, i,} and that the sum in (4.16) equals 1 for j E { 1,. , . , t} - 
{ o,i,}. Hence there exists a one-to-one function 
f: {l,..., t}-{u,i,}+{1,...,t}-{.,i,} 
such that u(XifCi,) = 1 for all i E { 1,. . . , t} - {u, i,}. Let II = (It,, . . . , h,) be the 
permutation of { 1,. . . , t} defined by 
hi-f(i) (iE{l,...,t}-{u,i,}), 
h” = icP 
hiO= v. 
Suppose the permutation II were not a cycle of length t, and consider the 
decomposition of II into disjoint cycles. Since p(A) > r, it follows that u and 
v are in the same cycle. It follows from the definition of II that i, and v are 
in the same cycle and u and I0 are in the same cycle. Hence U, u, i,, i0 are all 
in a single cycle of II. Hence there exists a cycle (k,k,* . . k,) of lI such that 
k,#u,u,i,,i, for i-l ,..., p. But this implies A [a; -1 has an [al-cover other 
than the row cover. Hence II is a cycle of length t. It now follows that (*) 
and (4.11) hold. 
It is now straightforward to check that if (*) and one of (4.9), (4.10), and 
(4.11) hold, then (A;a,/S) and (B;6,Y) have total support and T(B;6,Y) is a 
facet of F(A; q/3). n 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A = [u,J be a non-zero m x n (0, I)-matrix, and let 
@G{l,..., m} andp~{l,..., n}. Suppose that p(A) > r, the only Ial-cover of 
A[cr;-_I is the TOW cover, the only 1 /I(-cover of A[--;/I] is the column cover, 
and (A;a,P) has total r-support. Assume that dim F(A;a,P) > 1. Let B be 
an mX n (0,1)-m&k with B <A, let 6 C {l,..., m} with aC6, and let 
YC{I,..., n} with p c y. Suppose that p(B)> r and (B;6, y) ha-s total 
T-sqport. Then y(B; 6, y) is a facet of ??(A;a,P) if and only if one of the 
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following holds: 
(4.17) a(B)=a(A)-1, ~?=a, y=/3, the only ]a]-co0erofB[a;-_I is the 
row cocer, and the only 1 PI- cover of B [--;fi] is the column cover. 
(4.18) B=A, ISl+lyl=IaI+I/3I+l, the only (6]-cover of B[6;-_I is 
the row cooer, and the only (yl-cover of B [--; y] is the column cover. 
(4.19) There exist an integer t > 2 and permutation matrices P and Q 
such that 
A, 0 ..+ 0 E, 
E, A, s.4 0 0 
PAQ= : : . 9 PBQ=A,$. . * @A,, 
b b ... A;_, ; 
0 0 ... J?,_~ A, 
where A, is an mi X ni matrix (1 < i < t). Let 
q=P(a)n{m,+... +mi_l+l,...,ml++.. +mi} (1 < i < t), 
,bi=(P)Qn{n,+... +ni_l+l,...,n,+... +nj} (l< j< t). 
Then there is an integer u with 1 Q u < t such that Ai is fully indecampos- 
able for iE{l,..., t} - {u}, and the only IaJcover of A,[a,;-_I is the row 
cover and the only I &l-cover of A,[--;&] is the column cover. In addition 
one of the following is satisfied: 
(9 
69 
(iii) 
a(E,)=l (l<i< t), ]ai]=mi, and ]Bi]=ni (iE{l,...,t}-{u}), a=& 
P=u. 
u = t, 
a(EJ= 1 (1~ i Q t-l), u(E,)=O, 
]al]=m,-l, Icxi]=mi (Z<i<t-1), 
]Bj]=ni (l< i< t-l), 
P(6)~{1,...,m,}Ua,U..~ Ua, 
(y)Q=(P)Q. 
u=l, u(E,)=l (l<iG t-l), u(E,)=O, 
]Lyi]=mi (2<i< t), 
]Bj]=ni (2< I< t-l), I&l=n,-1, 
P(S)=P(a), 
(S)QCp,u*.+ u&lu{n,+**- +n,_,+l,...,n,+.** +n,}. 
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(iv) ~=t, o(E,)=l (l<i<t-2), a(E,_,)=a(E,)=O 
((YJ=m,-1, JCYi]=mi (Z<i< t-l), 
]piJ=nj (l< j<t-2), (&r]=n,_,-I, 
P(6)~{1,...,rn,}U(Y,U..’ ua,, 
(u)QrP,u*-- Upt_zuptu{nl+-*. +n,_,+1,...,n,+..* + 
n,-117 
I~l+lYl>l4+lPI ift=2. 
Proof. Let ‘??(B;S,y) be a facet of %(A;a,/3). Since dim%(A;a,p) > 1, 
dim ‘??(B; 6, y) > 0 and hence I? #O. Suppose first that the only 1 S J-cover of 
B [a;--_I is the row cover and the only ]y]-cover of B [-;y] is the column 
cover. Since (II; 6, y) has total r-support, it follows from Theorem 3.11 that 
dim%(B;6,y)=u(B)-]6]-]y]-1. 
Since ‘5(B;6,y) is a facet of T(A;a,p), 
or 
Hence either (4.17) or (4.18) is satisfied. Now suppose that either B [a;---] 
has a 18 (-cover other than the row cover or B [--; y] has a (y(-cover other 
than the column cover. It then follows from the assumptions that p(B) > r 
and (B; S, y) has total r-support, and from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 2.1 that 
there exist an integer t > 2 and permutation matrices P’, Q’ such that 
P’BQ ‘=B,@... @B,, where Bi is an mi X q matrix (1 < i < k) and the 
following condition is satisfied: 
For 
S,‘=P’(6)n{ml+ ... +mi_l+l,...,m,+ *. . +Tr$} ( i = 1,. . .) t), 
yl=(y)Q’n{n,+.** +rt_,+l,...,n,+..~ +ni} (j=l,...,t), 
(4.20) Bi is a square fully indecomposable matrix (i = 1,. . . , t - l), 
(4.21) r’=r-(m,+.*. +m,_,)>O, 
(4.22) P(B,) > r’, 
(4.23) The only I&‘]- cover of B, [S;; -_I is the row cover, the only 
] yi]-cover of B,[--; yi] is the column cover, and B, has total r’-support. 
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Let 
a;=P’(a)n{m,++.- +mj_l+l,,..,m,+... +mj} (l< i< t), 
fi/=(p)Q’n{n,+... +ni_l+l,...,n,+... +ni} (19 i< t). 
Using Theorems 3.10 and 3.11, we see that 
dimF(A;a,p)=a(A)-Ial--IpI- 
=a(A)- i jcx’il- 5 I&‘]-1, 
i=l i=l 
dimg(B;S,y)= ~~~(~(~~)-2~j+l)+(o(B,)-1~;1-l~;l-l). 
i-1 
Since %(B;6,y) is a facet of F(A;cu,fl), it follows that 
(4.24) a(A)- &,,,=t- ‘&m,-la;,) 
i=l 
t-1 
In particular, we see that 
a(A)- 5 a&) < t. 
i=l 
By an argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 4.3 we see that 
t--2< u(A)- i a&) < t. 
Let 
P’AQ’= 
i=l 
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where B/ has the same size as Bi ( j = 1,. . . , t). Suppose first that 
o(A)- i +)=t. 
i=l 
Using covering properties, we see that there exists a permutation II= 
(i,,i, )...) it) of {I)...) t}, where II is a cycle of length t, such that a(Xki*) = 1 
for k=l , . . . , t. Hence (4.19)(i) is satisfied. 
Now suppose that u(A)-Ci=,u(BJ=t-1. Suppose either ISll-lalj=l 
or lyll-) &‘I = 1. Using (4.24), we see that mj = ICXJ and ni = ) p/l ( i = 1,. . . , 
t-1). 
Since u(A)-Zj,,a(Bi)= t-l, we see that either A[cu;-] has an /al-cover 
other than the row cover or A[--;P] has a I p J-cover other than the column 
cover. This is a contradiction, and hence IS/l = la;‘/ and ly;] = 1 &‘I. Now 
suppose that there exists an integer jO E { 1,. . . , t - l} such that mi, - ) c$J = 1. 
It follows from (4.24) that mj=lc$l (jE{l,...,t-1) - { io}) and nj=l /?/I 
(iE{L..., t- 1)). Using covering properties of (A;a,P), we see that (4.19) 
(ii) is satisfied. If there is an integer iO E { 1,. . . , t - l} such that nio - ) &I = 1, 
then (4.19)(iii) is satisfied. This completes the discussion in case 
u(A)- i u&)=+1. 
i=l 
Finally, suppose that u(A) - 2 i = 1u ( Bi) = t - 2. Using covering properties 
of (A; a,/3) and (4.23), we see that there exists integers jO, kO E { 1,. . . , t - 1) 
such that 
and 
rnj=laII (jE{l,...,t-l}-{j,}), 
and that (4.19)(iv) is satisfied. Note that if t =2, then jO= k,= 1 and A = B, 
and hence since F(B;6,y) is a facet of T(A;a,fl), (6)+)y(>la(+(PI. 
It is not difficult to show that if (4.17), (4.18), or (4.19) is satisfied, then 
??(B;S,y) is a facet of %(A;a,p). n 
Using Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, the facets of any face of &, can 
now be determined. 
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